Directions:
Color and carefully cut out the pieces. Then use a small piece of clear tape to attach the top of the piece to the top of the correct window on the Mystery Mansion. Lift the flaps and solve the problems!

Use with **Mystery Mansion**, page 52.

---

Directions: Use your multiplication skills to solve the creepy crawly problems below. (Example: 6 monsters x 3 eyes = how many monster eyes?) Then write the answers in the blanks on the "Bat Wing Stew" recipe card at right.

- The eyes of 6 three-eyed monsters
- The rattle of 1 rattlesnake
- The legs of 8 lizards
- The legs of 9 spiders
- The wings of 7 bats
- The juice of 10 half-cups of pond water

**Bat Wing Stew**

By the light of a full moon, bring to a bubbling boil the following delectable ingredients:

- monster eyes
- rattlesnake rattles
- lizard legs
- spider legs
- bat wings
- cups of pond water

Use with **Bat Wing Stew**, page 52.